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Abstract: The 5G network has been intensively investigated to realize the
ongoing early deployment stage as an effort to match the exponential growth
of the number of connected users and their increasing demands for high
throughput, bandwidth with Quality of Service (QoS), and low latency. Given
that most of the spectrums below 6 GHz are nearly used up, it is not feasible to
employ the traditional spectrum, which is currently in use. Therefore, a promising and highly feasible effort to satisfy this insufficient frequency spectrum
is to acquire new frequency bands for next-generation mobile communications. Toward this end, the primary effort has been focused on utilizing the
millimeter-wave (mmWave) as the most promising candidate for the frequency
spectrum. However, though the mmWave frequency band can fulfill the desired
bandwidth requirements, it has been demonstrated to endure several issues like
scattering, atmospheric absorption, fading, and especially penetration losses
compared to the existing sub-6 GHz frequency band. Then, it is fundamental
to optimize the mmWave band propagation channel to facilitate the practical
5G implementation for the network operators. Therefore, this study intends
to investigate the outdoor channel characteristics of 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz
frequency bands for the communication infrastructure at the building to the
ground floor in both Line of Sight (LOS) and Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) environments. The experimental campaign has studied the propagation path loss
models such as Floating-Intercept (FI) and Close-In (CI) for the building to
ground floor environment in LOS and NLOS scenarios. The findings obtained
from the field experiments clearly show that the CI propagation model delivers
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much better performance in comparison with the FI model, thanks to its
simple setup, accuracy, and precise function.
Keywords: 5G; mmWave; propagation channel; path loss; channel
characterization; field experiment

1 Introduction
With an explosive increase in high definition multimedia applications with high resolution,
simultaneous communications of a huge number of devices with hundreds of new features, and
massive data demands from the users for different content objects, the mobile data traffic will
be boosted by 1000 times to meet the requirements [1]. The future mobile generation is also
likely to overlook the drawbacks of the prior generation [2]. A typical approach is to adopt
a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), which facilitates seamless mobility, enhances end-user data
rate, and reduces delays [3]. In today’s communication systems, the insufficient frequency band
resources cannot fulfill the increasing demands of the next cellular networks [4]. Due to the
growing tendency in the content size, data traffic, and user population, it is necessary to find
efficient ways to go beyond today’s narrow and limited spectrum bandwidth while not compromising the user experience at the same time [5,6]. Presently, the most common issues regarding
demands for excessive data rate with low energy and latency can be overcome if we keep up
with the technical improvements to guarantee that the delay is less than 1 ms when obtaining
a peak data rate of 100 Gbps [7]. For this goal, various possible approaches are presented
in the literature, for examples; the use of higher frequency spectrum [8,9], Internet of Things
(IoT) [10], Device-to-Device (D2D) [11,12], Four Single-Sideband [13], Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) [11,14], HetNet [15]. Besides, there are several potential advancements in the currently used
technologies addressing the next-generation network such as Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) [16],
Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON) [17], Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) [18–20],
Cognitive Radio [21,22], massive Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (M-MIMO) [23] and relay
assisted network [24], and so on. Moreover, several other techniques such as power optimizations [25,26], handover schemes [27], routing techniques [28,29], antenna designing [30,31], interference schemes [32,33], scheduling algorithms [34], data security management [35], and energy
management schemes [36,37] have been utilized in the existing technology.
The 5G and high-frequency bands of the wireless communication networks are related to
some minor contrary concepts [38]. To achieve the goal of enabling efficient communication
systems toward 5G and beyond networks, utilizing higher frequency bands, commonly known
as mmWave seems to be the only promising solution that is supremely capable of transmitting
bulks of data compared to the current mobile network systems. The mmWave technology is a
fundamental part of 5G that is to be utilized for seamless communications [39]. Specifically, in
order to achieve the user’s demands, a high-frequency spectrum band of over 6 GHz is called
mmWave that is known for delivering extremely large bandwidth [40].
The term mmWave indicates the high-frequency band ranging from 24 GHz to 100 GHz,
which has a very short wavelength. It has been investigated in many fields and use-cases, including
the overage probability optimization 5G cellular systems through flexible hybrid mmWave spectrum slicing-sharing access approach [41], designing of robust channel estimation schemes [42], the
effect of beamforming on this technology [43], as well as the investigation of channel parameters
and throughput estimates for mmWave networks [44]. However, some technical challenges are
associated with the mmWave frequency high-band, and several studies on the mmWave spectrum
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are being performed via testing. Surprisingly, the mmWave wavelength (λ) ranging from 1-mm to
10-mm, which is considered very short, could likely introduce various attenuation issues such as
noise and interference in the wireless network [45].
The objective of any reliable transmission is to accomplish a steady and efficient communication link from Transmitter (Tx) to Receiver (Rx). Path loss is one of the important characteristics
that can be affected by many factors, such as frequency of the signal, the distance between the
source and destination, condition of the environment, and the effect of fading on the signal,
weather condition [46]. Hence, many studies have analyzed numerous approaches in modeling
different propagation path losses for several interferences and noise-limited settings to deal with
the wireless network’s random nature [47].
In wireless communications, the channel characteristics depend largely on multiple factors,
e.g., the type of air-interface design, the used radio spectrum, and the network architecture. The
mmWave frequency band’s propagation behavior is unpredictable that needs to be countered by
investigating the propagation channel model [48]. In this research, we design the field experiments
with relevant propagation models to study and analyze the characterization of the high-frequency
bands to keep the existing studies literature in mind. Specifically, the study provides detailed
field experiments of mmWave frequency bands, then investigates extensive results to reveal the
signal propagation and attenuation in a unique propagation environment for both LOS and NLOS
scenarios. Additionally, this yields a comparison between two relevant propagation models to
verify the efficiency and feasibility of mmWave with high-band for practical deployment of B5G,
based on the actual experimental data. To the best of our knowledge, it is believed that this kind
of environment with these frequency ranges has not been performed previously. Moreover, the
outcomes shown in the study are positive, suitable, and useful to assess and facilitate the practical
implementation of the future mobile network.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the recent related
researches in literature. The hardware equipment and the experimental field setup are described in
Section 3. The propagation models are described in Section 4. The key results and discussion are
presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
2 Related Work
The mmWave frequency band’s uncertain characteristic emphasizes the need to investigate
different relevant propagation models to predict path loss to enable an efficient implementation
of the methodology in practice. In [49], the authors suggested that the E-band spectrum could
be a better choice for upcoming cellular systems if being applied with beam-steering and beam
combining methods for the urban micro-cell environments. The results also revealed that the
directional antennas help make the mmWave channel feasible enough to reach the desired goal
of implementing a 5G network system. Moreover, the data has been measured at 28 and 73 GHz
for omnidirectional propagation models. However, the path losses turn out to be much higher in
the case of omnidirectional models for mmWave bands as compared to the UHF and microwave
bands. In [50], the mmWave frequency bands, 28 and 73 GHz, are studied for the Alpha Beta
Gama (ABG) model to develop an urban micro-cell LOS scenario. The evaluations have been
derived in terms of various fairness, throughput, and efficiency. The results show the improvement
of 95 and 180% in the spectrum efficiency for 28 and 73 GHz, respectively.
In [51], the path loss characteristics at 28 GHz have been found out for signal processing
methods using 3D ray-tracing software. It also suggested that the shadowing factor can be
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considered in an indoor scenario to generate better-simulated results. In another study [52], the 28
and 38 GHz mmWave frequency bands work on two propagation models named CI (Close-In) and
ABG by using measurement data. The outcome shows better results for the CI model compared
to the ABG model and can be implemented for the 5G network. Furthermore, the 38 GHz band
turned out to be better results for spectral efficiency and average cell throughput as compared
to 28 GHz. Theodore Rappaport led the Wireless team of the New York University (NYU),
who studied the penetration losses and reflection at 28 GHz for the glass building in New York
City [53]. The results show that due to the glass material of buildings, it acts as an excellent
reflector, which provides 89% of the transmitted signal compared to a directly transmitted signal.
Another experimental work has been performed in an indoor environment for 28 GHz [54].
The Tx and Rx are placed at both LOS and NLOS scenarios including the case where they are
placed at two different floors. The experiment was performed by using the CI and FI (FloatingIntercept) propagation models. Specifically, the outcomes show that both CI and FI models gave a
good match with empirical path loss results; however, the CI model’s results are very close to the
free space path loss models. Another study investigated at 28 and 73 GHz frequency bands using
CI and FI path loss models based on LOS and NLOS omnidirectional signal propagation [55]. It
provides various results such as interference, outage, and coverage, then motivates us to conduct
this field-experiment study. The results indicate that the site-specific environmental information
may be applied to yield the probabilistic weighting function for choosing to give us between LOS
and conditions.
Similarly, the performance analysis is done by estimating measured and simulated results to
validate the SBR/IM (Shooting and bouncing ray tracing/image) method [56]. Various channel
properties, such as path loss values and channel capacity, are discussed for experimental and
simulated results. Also, the Path Loss Exponent (PLE) has been extracted from the measurement
results. By making use of a Three-Dimensional (3D) ray-tracing method, the propagation models
are studied in [57]. A comparison has been made between simulated and measured results to
verify the 3D ray-tracing method’s suitability for both LOS and NLOS scenarios. However, the
shadowing factor showed significant differences in the NLOS scenario.
3 Field Experiment
3.1 Hardware Equipment
In order to estimate the behavior of the transmitted signal, the radio signal is propagated
from Tx to Rx in a wireless channel. Therefore, in this experiment, the mmWave signals having
the frequency of 26, 28, 36, 38 GHz are transmitted through a wireless channel by using the
directional (horn) antenna. The maximum or bore-sight free space gain of the antenna has been
calculated by using the Brewster angle relationship. The synthesized Signal Generator (MG369xC)
has been used to transmitted the propagation signal from the Tx side, whereas the Anritsu
MS2720T handheld spectrum analyzer is used at the Rx side, which utilizes a circular (Omni)
antenna to capture the received signal. The set bandwidth of the transmitted signal is 100 MHz
with ±2% of precision and 50 ms of sweep time. Tab. 1 shows the channel sounder specification
used in this experiment. The hardware equipment and the experimental setup are shown in Fig. 1a
and 1b, respectively.
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Table 1: Channel sounder specification
Parameter (units)

Value

Carrier frequencies (GHz)
Power of the transmitted signal (dBm)
Tx-Rx configuration
Horn Antenna Beamwidth
Environment

26, 28, 36, and 38
10
Horn-Omni
18◦
LOS and NLOS

Figure 1: (a) Hardware equipment, (b) experimental setup
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3.2 Experimental Descriptions
The experiment was carried out inside a KL (Kuala Lumpur) campus of Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UTM). As shown in Fig. 2, the Tx is placed in the hallway at the 1st level of a 3-level
library office at a fixed position in the corridor, whereas the Rx is on the ground floor of the
parking road. The heights of a Tx and Rx are 5 and 1.7 m above the ground level, respectively.
The Rx is moved 113 m at a step unit of 1 m. The zero points resultant space is 14 m between Tx
and Rx. The road’s surrounding is an open green field to the south, while the cars were parked on
the road’s northside. Besides, there are several cars parked on the road, the sides of the pedestrian
walkway have many palm trees, causing a half blockage (reflection/refraction effect) in between
the Tx and Rx. The library building consists of a structure with non-tinted glass and a painted
hardboard frame. The resulting distance for LOS propagation is from 14 m to 50 m, and NLOS
propagation ranges from 51 m to 113 m. The area is static throughout the experiments (no human
movement is observed during the experiment). Tab. 2 summarizes the experiment specification with
key parameters and values of the performed experiments.

Figure 2: WCC-building and car parking environment

Table 2: Summary of experimental specification
Parameter (units)

Value

Operating frequency (GHz)
Tx Antenna type
Tx Antenna beamwidth (dB)
Rx Antenna type
Tx/Rx Antenna gain (dBi)
Number of data points
Reference distance (m)
Distance (m)
Tx Height (m)
Rx Height (m)
Environment

26, 28, 36, 38
Directional (horn)
19.18 (for 26 and 28 GHz) 21.10 (for 36 and 38 GHz)
Omni (circular-360◦)
18.0 (for 26 GHz) 19.3 (for 28 GHz) 21.0 (for 36 GHZ) 21.2 (for 38 GHz)
37 (for LOS) 63 (for NLOS)
3
14–50 (for LOS) 51–113 (for NLOS)
1.7
5 (from the ground)
Rx at the three-story building Tx at the road-side car parking
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4 The Propagation Models
The propagation path loss models can help us perform a detailed examination of the wireless
channel’s propagation attributes. They have utilized the signal frequency and the physical distance
between source to destination and to find out the reduction in the transmitted signal. This study
focuses on Free-Space Path Loss (FSPL) propagation models, such as CI and FI models, to serve
the purpose [58].
4.1 The CI Path Loss Model
The CI propagation path loss model is an intrinsic frequency-dependent path loss model. It is
focusing on FSPL (f , d0 ), which is more related to frequency (f in GHz) of the carrier signal and
the physical separation (d) with the reference distance of d0 . It is dependent and straightforward
with only one parameter, i.e., the PLE (n) is estimated in dB. Below is the equation, which is used
to calculate the path loss values for this model [59]:
 
d
CI
PL (f , d) [dB] = FSPL (f , d0 ) + 10n log10
+ χσ CI
(1)
d0
here,
χσ CI shows the zero-mean which is a Gaussian random variable.
The FSPL (f , d0 ) is defined as:


4π d0 f
FSPL (f , d0 ) = 20 log10
c

(2)

The χσ CI signifies the signal variation at the Rx end which can be analyzed as:
 
d
CI
χσ CI = PL (f , d) [dB] − FSPL (f , d0 ) − 10n log10
d0
here, the standard deviation σ CI is calculated as:

2

χσ CI
CI
σ =
N

(3)

(4)

The collected path loss data points are represented by N, and the n and minimum σ CI are
calculated as:


  CI
[db]
PL (f , d)
− FSPL (f , d0 ) 10 log10 dd
0
n=
(5)


2
d
10 log10 d
0

CI
σmin
=


  CI
[dB]
PL (f , d)
− PL (f , d0 ) − 10 log10 dd n
0

N

2

(6)
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4.2 The FI Path Loss Model
The FI propagation model is used to find the best lowest error fit value by using floating
intercept (α) and the line slope (β) values [60,61]. The equation to calculate the FI model is
expressed as follows:
PLFI (d) [dB] = α + 10β log10 (d) + χσ FI

(7)

The χσ FI signifies the signal variation at the Rx end which can be analyzed as:
χσ FI = PLFI (d) [dB] − α − 10β log10 (d)

(8)

σ FI

here, the standard deviation
is calculated as:

2
  FI
PL (d) [dB] − α − 10β log10 (d)
FI
σ =
N

(9)

The collected path loss data points are represented by N, and the Minimum Mean Squared
Error (MMSE) method is used to decrease the standard deviation (σ FI ). Therefore, the α and β
can be calculated by using the following equations:
2



10 log10 (d) PLFI (d) [dB]
10 log10 (d) 10 log10 (d) PLFI (d) [dB] −
(10)
α=
2
2


10 log10 (d)
10 log10 (d) − N



10 log10 (d) PLFI (d) [dB] − N 10 log10 (d) PLFI (d) [dB]
(11)
β=
2
2


10 log10 (d) − N
10 log10 (d)
5 Results and Discussion
In this experiment, the four popular frequency high-bands 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz have been
intensely studied and investigated to reveal results and draw a comparison between LOS and
NLOS environments with different propagation models. For the LOS environment, the number of
data points is 37 for a distance range of around 14–50 m. For the NLOS environment, the number
of data points used is 63, and the distance range is increased to 51–113 m compared to the LOS
environment. However, the reference distance (3 m) is the same in both environments. The PLE
and shadowing factor are the two crucial parameters in the CI model that help to analyze the
important results for all four frequencies. From these results, we can see how signal propagation
is performed when the Tx-Rx separation is varied. In the end, the comparison is drawn among
different frequencies, environments, and channel conditions.
5.1 Results for CI Path Loss Model
The CI path loss model results are shown in Fig. 3 regarding the experimental specification
described in Tab. 2. The overall pattern shows that the path loss values escalate as the separation
from Tx to Rx has increased. Fig. 3a shows the 26 GHz frequency band results, where the LOS
case performs better than NLOS in this scenario. The PLE (nCI ) values for the 26 GHz are
turned out to be at 1.95523 and 2.3625 for LOS and NLOS scenarios, respectively. However, the
shadowing factors appear to be 5.2191 dB and 6.3044 dB for LOS and NLOS cases.
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Figure 3: CI path loss model results for (a) 26 GHz, (b) 28 GHz, (c) 36 GHz, (d) 38 GHz
Similarly, in the case of 28 GHz, the path loss keeps the same trend and increases gradually
with the effect of Tx-Rx separation distance, as shown in Fig. 3b. The nCI values are 2.4915
and 3.2409 for both LOS and NLOS case studies, respectively. However, the nCI values are
slightly higher than the values observed for 26 GHz. Moreover, the shadowing factor is 9.3945 dB
in the LOS environment, which is also higher than the measured LOS shadowing factor of
26 GHz. Nevertheless, the shadowing factor slightly goes down to 5.9905 dB in the case of the
NLOS environment.
While experimenting with 36 GHz, the LOS and NLOS case studies have shown the nCI
values appear to be 2.3972 and 3.1814, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3c. It is clear that the signal
deteriorates more in the NLOS region as compared to the LOS region. Moreover, the shadowing
factors of 3.7109 dB for the LOS case and 4.7889 dB for the NLOS case. As understood from
the previous analysis, there is a significant drop in value which can be observed if compared to
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28 GHz. In short, the signal performance in the NLOS environment is visibly lower as compared
to the LOS environment.
Likewise, for 38 GHz with the CI path loss model, Fig. 3d shows that the LOS and NLOS
scenarios have the nCI values of 2.6008 and 3.1893, respectively. Similarly, we have the shadowing
factors of 4.4586 dB for the LOS scenario and 5.4736 dB for NLOS scenarios. It is proved that
the increment in the separation between Tx and Rx, causing higher attenuation loss; therefore, the
noticeable growth in the path loss values is observed.
5.2 Results for FI Path Loss Model
The FI path loss model results have been plotted for 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz to show the
propagation effect, as shown in Fig. 4. For the 26 GHz, the signal deteriorates aggressively in the
NLOS region, as shown in Fig. 4a. In the LOS scenario, the α value is 52.6345 and β is 2.1361,
whereas in the NLOS case, the α reaches 97.1472 and β is 0.9547. Moreover, for the 28 GHz,
as shown in Fig. 4b, the value of α in the LOS case is 22.6208 and β is 5.7230, whereas, in the
case of the NLOS, the α value is found to be 100.7137, and the β value is 1.6800. These values
describe that the signal’s performance is far better in terms of the LOS environment. In contrast,
the penetration losses have been continuously rising as the Tx and Rx separation increase.
For the results of 36 GHz, Fig. 4c shows the LOS scenario for the FI model, where the α
and β values are 75.4196 and 2.0800, respectively, whereas, in the case of the NLOS scenario, the
α values are found to be 94.1290 and β values as 2.2432. Moreover, Fig. 4d shows the results of
38 GHz, where the α value of the LOS case is 55.0572, and the β value reaches 3.8402, whereas,
in the case of the NLOS scenario, the α value lies at 54.6365 and β value is 4.1826. In both
the LOS and NLOS regions, the signal performance has not changed that much aggressively, and
the values are relatively close to each other, especially in the case of the 38 GHz band when the
results in NLOS are not degraded much compared to that of the LOS environment. The results
conclude that the propagation loss is dependent on the separation distance between Tx and Rx.
The overall findings of the FI model show significantly lower results compared to the CI model.
5.3 Evaluation Results and Discussion
In Tab. 3, the summary of the comparison of various frequencies has been drawn based on
multiple environments, including PLE, σ , and the shadowing factor for the CI and FI models.
For the LOS case study, the nCI is 1.9552, 2.4915, 2.3972, and 2.6008 at 26 GHz, 28, 36, and
38 GHz, respectively. Whereas, in the NLOS case, the nCI values are 2.3625, 3.2409, 3.1814, and
3.1893 at 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively. It is clear that, in the case of the LOS case,
the 28 GHz frequency shows the highest PLE value of 2.4915, while the lowest PLE value of
1.9552 has been observed in the case of the 26 GHz frequency band. Similarly, for the NLOS
case, the highest PLE value of 3.2409 is obtained at 28 GHz, while the lowest PLE value of
2.3625 is achieved at 26 GHz. Due to constructive path component interference, the PLE values
in these two cases are low compared with the other two frequencies, i.e., 36 GHz and 38 GHz.
These values indicate that when the transmission frequency increases, signal degradation is also
increasing and vice versa. This occurs due to higher scattering and penetration losses at a higher
frequency. Also, various irregular objects causing interference, such as many parked cars, column
beams, and bushy palm trees, make these results frequency independent. Moreover, the shadowing
fading standard deviation (σ CI ) for the LOS scenario is 5.2191, 8.8780, 3.7823, and 4.1106 at 26,
28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively. Whereas the σ CI values for the NLOS scenarios are 6.3044,
6.1339, 4.6992, and 5.4053 dB at 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively. It is noticed that, in the
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case of the LOS, the lowest and highest σ CI value is achieved to be 3.7832 and 8.8780 dB at 36
and 28 GHz, respectively. The results differ for the LOS and NLOS environments, indicating that
the massive fluctuations in received signal strength for both cases are directly proportional to the
power received.
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Figure 4: FI path loss model results for (a) 26 GHz, (b) 28 GHz, (c) 36 GHz, (d) 38 GHz
The results of the FI model are also summarized in Tab. 3. In the LOS case study, the FI
(α FI ) values are 52.6345, 22.6208, 75.4196, and 55.0572 at 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively.
Whereas, for the NLOS case, the α FI values are 97.1472, 100.7137, 94.1290, and 54.6365 at 26,
28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively. It can be seen that both the minimum and maximum α FI value
lies at the 28 GHz LOS case and NLOS case, respectively. This reveals that the 28 GHz frequency
band for the FI model facing serious attenuation with path loss at a reference distance of 1 m.
Moreover, in the LOS case, the results for the line slope (β FI ) values are 2.1361, 5.7230, 2.2432,
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and 3.8402 at 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively. In contrast, the β FI values are 0.9548, 1.6800,
2.0800, and 4.1826 in the NLOS case for 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively. Unlike the α FI
values, here, it can be seen that the minimum β FI can be achieved at 26 GHz NLOS case, whereas
the maximum β FI can be found at 28 GHz LOS case scenario, which is the opposite results as
achieved for α FI . Moreover, the σ FI values for the LOS case study values are 4.8681, 7.8578,
3.7028, and 3.9975 at 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively, whereas the σ FI values are 6.1452,
5.7835, 4.6605, and 5.3827 in the NLOS case at 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz, respectively. Here, the
maximum σ FI value is achieved at the 28 GHz LOS scenario, and the minimum σ FI value is
measured at the 36 GHz NLOS case scenario. The results prove that the CI propagation model
is much more appropriate than the FI model due to its minimalist and precise function.
Table 3: Summary of CI and FI path loss models results
Freq. range (GHz) Scenario Data points collected Covered distance (m) nCI

α FI

β FI

σ CI (dB) σ FI (dB)

26

52.6345
97.1472
22.6208
100.7137
75.4196
94.1290
55.0572
54.6365

2.1361
0.9548
5.7230
1.6800
2.2432
2.0800
3.8402
4.1826

5.2191
6.3044
8.8780
6.1399
3.7823
4.6992
4.1106
5.4053

28
36
38

LOS
NLOS
LOS
NLOS
LOS
NLOS
LOS
NLOS

37
63
37
63
37
63
37
63

14–50
51–113
14–50
51–113
14–50
51–113
14–50
51–113

1.9552
2.3625
2.4915
3.2409
2.3972
3.1814
2.6008
3.1893

4.8681
6.1452
7.8578
5.7835
3.7028
4.6605
3.9975
5.3827

6 Summary and Conclusion
The next-generation network is going to use the higher frequency spectrum commonly known
as the mmWave frequency band. Along with many advantages, it also brings several challenges
such as signal attenuation due to atmospheric concentration, penetration losses, scattering, and
fading. These issues can be mitigated if we are able to understand the behavior of the transmission
channel before transmitting the signal. In this regard, this experimental campaign has studied the
relevant propagation path loss models, namely CI and FI for the communication infrastructure at
the building to ground floor environment at 26, 28, 36, and 38 GHz in LOS and NLOS scenarios.
The results have been drawn to show large-scale metrics such as path-loss and shadowing factors
for both LOS and NLOS scenarios. The experimental findings prove that the CI model delivers
better accuracy for the model, especially in the case of the 26 GHz with very small values
of PLE in both the NLOS and LOS environments. It also demonstrates that the CI model is
very simple and provides very steady performance results for the whole experiment with all the
tested frequencies. The evaluation results via the field experiment then have proved that the CI
model could achieve better performance results on similar scenarios and frequencies for the 5G
mmWave signal propagation. For further potential work, various other high-frequency ranges
such as sub-6 GHz and above 100 GHz can be estimated and compared with tested frequency
bands. Additionally, some different potential propagation path loss models like CI with frequency
weighted (CIF) can also be tested in order to verify for the realization of higher quality signal
transmission with the highly efficient propagation model for 5G and beyond networks.
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